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KAUST aspires to be a 
destination for scientific 
and technological 
education and research. By 
inspiring discoveries to 
address global challenges, 
we strive to serve as a 
beacon of knowledge that 
bridges people and cultures 
for the betterment of 
humanity.
KAUST is a research-
intensive graduate STEM 




• Born digital (99% of collection is online), 
staff from 12 countries
• Open 24x7 with inspiring space and highly 
specialized collection
• First Open Access mandate in the Middle 
East
• Successful research repository supported 
by policies and tools
• Integrations to ORCID, PlumX, PURE, 
DataCite etc.
To reach 100% Open Access
Route 1:
The Repository route
Route 2: Transition 
from subscription to 
publishing model (hybrid 
journals)
Route 3: Open Access 
only publishing 
venues (gold 
only journals or 
similar platforms)
• Delayed (0 to 24 months) Open Access
• Authors deposit Author’s Accepted Manuscript 
(AAM) and made it openly available
• Copyright and reuse restrictions
• Immediate Open Access
• Change from subscription agreement 
to read and publish / offset 
agreements with selected publishers
• CC-BY License
• Immediate Open Access
• Institutional Membership/OA 
Agreement
• CC-BY License
• Established repository in 2012
• First Open Access policy in the ME region 
(2014)
• Integration with other platforms
• Value added services
• Faculty submission rate reached 86% in 2020
• Support global OA infrastructure (Preprint 
server: Arxiv,engRxiv etc
• Early adoption: such as RSC Gold for 
Gold, IOP Offset etc.
• Since 2019, negotiated several 
transformative deals to avoid double 
dipping
• Signatory to OA2020
• APCs discounts with few 
publishers




























A new role for our Library
Know your institution
• Open Access publishing trend
• Top publishers, percentage
• Top authors (disciplines)
• Subscription budget (Library)
• Additional APC spend by authors (Research Funding)
Know the publishers
• Do they have transformational programs?
• Subscription fee vs. additional revenue via APC
• Not done: usage analysis, citing sources etc.
ESAC: Guidelines for Transformative 
Agreements
University of California: Guidelines for 
Evaluating Transformative Open Access 
Agreements
LIBER: Five Principles for Negotiations 
with Publishers
• Licensing and Open Access go Hand-in-Hand
• No Open Access, No Price Increase
• Transparency for Licensing Deals: No Non-Disclosure
• Keep Access Sustainable
• Usage Reports Should Include Open Access
KAUST approach
Cost Neutral, Sustainable and Transformational
Unlimited vs. Threshold base
X/Y = Z​
X – subscription cost​
Y – APC average​
Z – number of free APCs (CC-BY) – the 
threshold
Discount on Y – after threshold
Many publishers do not have institutional 
level programs yet
Internal negotiations (for example with 
the Research Funding Office)
1. Review of the OA terms in the license 
agreement
2. Signing the deal
3. Setting a dashboard access (if applicable)
• Think about the license agreement terms 
in advance
ESAC recommendation: author and article 
verification should be a part of negotiation 
process
• Author’s workflow should be as smooth 
as possible
ESAC recommendation: “Open access 
publishing should be the default route for 
eligible authors under an agreement. 
Authors should not be required to 
take further action in order to publish open 
access (i.e., opt-out, opt-in, signing of open 
access licenses etc.)”.
• Cost: reading fee, publishing fee
• Number of articles: limited/unlimited
• Author/Article Eligibility and 
Verification
• Creative Commons license
• Workflow for authors
• What if all agreed free APCs are used/ 
not used (APC discount after reaching 
the threshold/next year rollover?)
• Communication with the publisher
• Reporting – frequency of the reports, 
metadata included in reports
• Submission of the final version to the 
institutional repository
• Press release
• Our libguide: OA Publishing Options at KAUST
• University wide awareness sessions
• One to one sessions
• Answering reference questions
• OA Publishing added as a new permanent 
service to Library services offerings
New role for the Library.
1. Continual communication with 
publishers
2. Communication with KAUST authors
3. Managing available data (monitoring 
number of used APCs by publisher, 
month by month)
- KAUST has NO central payment 
system yet – no need to manage APC 
invoicing.
Communication with publishers
• Article requests: by emails or direct 
access to a dashboard (alerting if 
there is a new article eligible)
• Approval needed/no approval needed 
from the library (by emails, or a 
dashboard)
• Retroactive OA – reviewing and 
contacting eligible authors/publishers
Communication with publishers 
- Reporting
• Perfect solution: real time reporting
• Existing models: dashboard access, 
emails (Excel sheets)
• In negotiation process: we insist on 
quarterly reports as minimum 
requirement (better monthly)
• In search for automated tool (suitable 
for managing deals on institutional, 
non-consortia level): Chronos, OA 
Switchboard, Oable
Communication with authors
• Help with the eligibility, workflows for authors
• Answering questions:
Do we have a deal with specific publisher?
Is specific journal eligible for OA publishing?
Why should I choose OA Publishing Option?
Is it free?
How/when to choose OA Publishing Option 
during submission process?
• Asking eligible authors for retroactive OA
Measuring success (early thoughts):
• percentage of OA articles published under 
the terms of our deals
• number of agreed free APCs vs. number of 
used APCs
• how many articles are supported through 
the Library budget
• success rate by publisher, discipline
• requests/demands from the researchers 
(denials)
How to assess the success of a library? 
(number of papers downloaded OR number of 
papers supported for OA publication?)
Would faculty expectations about the Library 
change? (it changed from holdings to access, 






First, we thought only how to negotiate more deals
With more experience we refined our negotiating 
strategy (work in progress)
Importance of exchanging experiences with the 
community: OA2020, support from ESAC
Next steps to think about : how to effectively manage 




• Is transformation a global phenomena?
• Big publishers – institutions are too small
• Proliferation of gold journals and mirror 
journals
• Understanding different OA publishing models
• Publishers have different workflows and use 
different systems/tools
• Author eligibility: corresponding co-authorship
• …...many more may come-up as we 
transform....
